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Mr Alasdair MacLeod 
Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service 

By email only:  

___ 
9 January 2024 

Dear Mr MacLeod 

RULE 8 REQUEST 

I am writing on behalf of the Chair to the Sheku Bayoh Public Inquiry (“the Inquiry”). 

The Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (“COPFS”) have written to us to 
confirm your preference for your statement to be prepared under Rule 8 procedure. 

The Inquiry issued a Rule 8 request to you on 29 August 2023 and you provided a  
statement to the Inquiry on 21 September 2023. As explained previously, until now it 
has not been possible to provide you with a copy of the Crown Precognition. The 
position has now changed and this Rule 8 request is in respect of your involvement 
in preparing the Crown Precognition. 

Under Section 21(2)(a) of the Inquiries Act 2005 the Chair may, by notice, require a 
person to provide evidence in the form of a written statement. Rule 8 of The Inquiries 
(Scotland) Rules 2007, provides that the Inquiry may send a written request to any 
person for a written statement of evidence. I hereby request you provide a written 
statement to the Inquiry by 5pm on 13 February 2024. 

It is a criminal offence to fail to comply with this request without reasonable excuse. I 
refer you to Section 35(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005.  

The Annex to this letter sets out the areas to be covered in your written statement. 
The documents for you to read referred to in the Annex will be available on our 



online database “Objective Connect”. A link for you to access this system will be 
emailed to you separately.  

Please provide your written statement by email to  

Section 22(1)(a) of the Inquiries Act 2005 states that a person may not be required, 
under section 21, to give, produce or provide any evidence or document if you could 
not be required to do so if the proceedings of the Inquiry were civil proceedings in a 
court. If you are of the view that Section 22 applies to your evidence please advise 
the Inquiry of this and the reasons why you believe Section 22 applies.  

Your statement may be disclosed to the Core Participants in the Inquiry and may be 
published on the Inquiry’s website. Any personal information not relevant to your 
evidence will be redacted prior to disclosure.  

The Inquiry may issue a further Rule 8 request or Section 21 notice to you at a later 
date if further evidence is required. 

The written statement will form part of the evidence of the Inquiry. For that reason it 
is important that it is in your own words. In addition, you may be asked to attend a 
hearing to give oral evidence to the Inquiry. The Inquiry will contact you in future to 
confirm. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter or the content of your written 
statement please contact the legal team by email at  

Yours sincerely 

 





The Narrative is essentially a detailed description of the events and the 
enquiries which have been carried out. The narrative addressed the issues 
raised in PIRC’s terms of reference. The analysis is more focussed on any 
potential charges which might arise from the circumstances set out in the 
narrative. The purpose of both is to assist Crown Counsel as the decision 
maker to decide on any future proceedings. The purpose of the analysis is to 
detail evidence to Crown Counsel which may support the libelling of criminal 
charges. It is not necessary to analyse all of the matters which are set out in 
the Narrative. In this case the analysis considered whether there was 
evidence to support charges against the material officers of culpable 
homicide, assault, attempting to pervert the course of justice and breaches of 
the Data Protection Act. 

3. What was your involvement, if any, in the preparation of the Crown
Precognition Supplementary Report?4

As far as I recall the Crown Precognition Supplementary Report was drafted
by my colleague Mrs Carnan. Prior to submission to Crown Counsel Mrs
Carnan provided me with a draft copy for my input and views. Mrs Carnan, Mr
Brown and I would have discussed the content of the report before it was
forwarded to Crown Counsel.

4. In the Crown Precognition Supplementary Report,5 to the extent that you
were involved in its preparation, was consideration given to whether Police
Scotland had risk-assessed the techniques they taught during Officer Safety
Training? Please explain why. Was this a relevant factor in determining
whether there was an offence under Section 3 of the Health and Safety at
Work etc Act 1974?

I don’t recall what consideration was given to whether Police Scotland had
risk assessed techniques taught during Officer Safety Training. As far as I
recall PIRC carried out significant enquiries in relation to Officer Safety
Training provided to each of the officers. The content and delivery of Officer
Safety Training was considered in detail as part of the precognition process
and there was no evidence to suggest that the training being provided to
officers was inadequate and as such there was no basis for a Health and
Safety charge.

5. At paras 58 to 63 of your Rule 8 statement dated 21 September 20236 (“Rule
8 Statement”) you answered questions relating to liaison with the Health and
Safety Executive (“HSE”). Did the outcome of liaison with HSE affect the
quality of the reporting of the case to Crown Counsel? Was this raised with
Crown Counsel and, if so, what advice was given and what further actions
taken?

Liaison with HSE took place prior to my involvement in the case. As per my
response at paragraph 62 of my previous statement my opinion is HSE’s non-

4 COPFS-00003 
5 COPFS-00003 
6 SBPI-00367 





of the now deceased seems reasonable and fits with the impressions 
of other witnesses, particularly those who had reported him to the 
police that morning. It also assists in understanding the nature of the 
perceived threat to these officers.  

Please explain how PC Short’s account assisted you “in understanding the 
nature of the perceived threat” to the officers, and the significance of the 
perceived threat to your assessment of the reasonableness of the actions of 
the police? To what extent did you consider the reasonableness of the 
officers’ perception of threat? To what extent did you consider whether their 
perception of threat was influenced by Mr Bayoh’s race? 

As stated in the analysis PC Short’s assessment of the demeanour of Mr 
Bayoh fitted with the impressions of witnesses who had reported him to the 
police earlier. The officers’ perception of threat was considered by the OST 
expert. I don’t recall any evidence that suggested that their perception of 
threat had been influenced by Mr Bayoh’s race. 

9. At the time of your involvement in the Investigation, were you aware of any
racial tropes being used by any of the response officers in their statements?
Are you aware of any racial tropes now? Would the use of these tropes be
relevant to your analysis in any way? Would these racial tropes factor into the
perceived threat to the officers from Mr Bayoh?

I can’t add anything further to my response at paragraph 76 of my previous
statement.

10. PC Paton in his statement dated 4 May 2015 states: “For a number of months
checks have also been getting carried out by officers at a number of identified
locations in Kirkcaldy due to increased terrorist risk. It also ran through my
mind that this male could be part of a terrorist plot.”12 PC Kayleigh Good in
her statement of 4 June 2015 states: “I was also thinking at that point of the
Lee Rigby incident in London, mainly due to the fact of the coloured male and
the potential terrorist connotations.”13 To what extent did  consider the views
of these officers that a terrorist incident was a possibility and how did you
scrutinise this in the evidence and analysis? To what extent did you
understand and assess that these views were held by all the officers involved
in potentially unlawful actions? Please explain your reasoning.

The statements made by both PC Paton and PC Good were considered along
with PC Walker who also expressed concern that the officers might have
been dealing with a terrorist incident. The analysis at page 54 details their
concerns may have been based on ‘stay safe’ messages from DCC Iain
Livingstone and ACC Nicolson earlier in 2015 indicating an attack on police
was highly likely. Their perception that this was potentially a terrorist attack
was considered by the OST expert Mr Graves when analysing their thought

12 PIRC-00262 at page 4 
13 PIRC-00274 at page 7 









21. Your colleague Ms Erin Campbell emailed Mr Les Brown and Ms Ashley
Edwards QC on 7 December 201623 setting out an approach to instructing an
OST expert. She includes the following paragraph in her email:

Both Alasdair and I have discussed a concern that the police may have 
been too quick in deploying their sprays and pulling out their batons 
and that, in his altered mental state, this may have contributed to his 
heightened aggression, assault on Nicole Short and ultimate restraint. 
It’s easy to see how, when suffering from a drug induced episode, he 
might have perceived the actions of the police as an attack on him 
rather than an effort by them to do their jobs. 

Is it accurate that you had discussed this concern with Ms Campbell? Did you 
share this concern? In light of this concern, were you satisfied that this was 
addressed in the expert evidence and in the Crown Precognition?  

I did discuss this concern with Ms Campbell. When I first started reading the 
materials. I did have a concern that the police may have been too quick in 
deploying their sprays and pulling out their batons. As per Ms Campbell’s 
email there was a recognition that an opinion from an OST expert would be 
required. I am satisfied that this concern was addressed by the OST Expert 
Mr Graves. His views on the actions of both officers are detailed at pages 11 -
14 of the analysis. 

22. On page 3 of your notebook24 in your notes under the heading “Martin Graves
21/3/18” you write: “Perceptions – Walker + Paton – counter terrorism –
officer being targeted… just after Paris attacks – ISIS attack on UK police
officers… thought process in back of their minds”. What are these notes
regarding? What was the issue that was being addressed? How did this
discussion inform your analysis? How were these points addressed in the
Crown Precognition?25

These are notes I took during a telephone call Mrs Carnan and I had with the
OST Expert Mr Graves on 21 March 2018.This was the first consultation we
had with Mr Graves. This was prior to submission of Mr Graves’s report.
These notes appear to relate to a discussion about the approach taken by
PCs Walker and Paton and their mindset and perceptions when they
encountered Mr Bayoh. As far as I can recall,  the issue being discussed
appears to be whether the ‘hard approach’ adopted was appropriate or
whether a softer approach could have been taken. The issue was addressed
in the analysis at pages 12 and 13.

23. On page 4 of your notebook26 in your notes under the heading “Martin Graves
21/3/18” you write: “Alert to E.D. Drug induced psychosis – enough there for
them to consider it – ruled it out.” What are these notes regarding? Were

23 COPFS-02308 
24 COPFS-05202 
25   
26 COPFS-05202 
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Lot of incidents-person not right- 

All tell tale signs there- 

Minimum? Distance-20 feet- Take that time to…weapon to do something 
about it. 

Information provided not as detailed as it could have been-Limited availability 
to fully consider threat. 

These are also notes I took during the telephone call Mrs Carnan and I had 
with Mr Graves on 21 March 2018.. The notes appear to be further discussion 
on signs of excited delirium or ABD. Given the passage of time I am unable to 
add further context to the notes. As per previous answer the issue of excited 
delirium was addressed in the analysis at page 14. 

25. Please explain the notes you have made on page 90 of your notebook31

regarding the accounts of officers relating to the threat of an attack on a
female officer. What was the purpose of compiling these notes and what was
the outcome of any further discussions or analysis about this issue? Was this
issue covered in the Crown Precognition32 and how, if at all, did this factor
into an assessment of the credibility and reliability of PC Paton, PC Walker
and PC Good?

The notes referred to appear to have been noted by me whilst I was
examining the PIRC statements provided by PC Paton, PC Good, and PC
Walker. I have been considering their assertions of a potential attack on a
police officer. It looks like I have been checking which officers had referenced
this potential threat in their statements. This was considered and detailed at
pages 53 and 54 of the analysis. As per the analysis the officers may have
been referring to the warning issued by DCC Livingston and the memo issued
by ACC Nicolson.

26. At para 68 of your Rule 8 Statement33 you explained that Dr Karch’s opinion
was reported along with all other expert opinion. To what extent, if any, did
you rely upon Dr Karch’s opinion in order to form conclusions of the cause of
Mr Bayoh’s death in the Crown Precognition?34 Please read the comments
attributed to Dr Karch reported in the Sun newspaper on 1 November 2015;35

how, if at all, did this factor into the analysis of Dr Karch’s evidence in the
Crown Precognition?36

As per my previous response I don’t recall having read Dr Karch’s comments
in the Sun newspaper article. I summarised Dr Karch’s opinion in the narrative

31 COPFS-05247 
32   
33 SBPI-00367 
34  at page 78. 
35 See a copy of the Sun article under reference SBPI-00216. 
36   
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documents including PIRC reports, precognition, statements, reports, emails 
and correspondence. Given the passage of time which had elapsed since the 
precognition was submitted to Crown Counsel I would have referenced the 
above materials when drafting my note. 

34. In your Briefing Note to Mr Farrell at page 3,45 the following summary is made
in respect of family liaison: “From the outset the Anwar & Co were on an
exceptional basis provided with significant disclosure. This disclosure was
provided solely to enable them to instruct their own medical experts. The
family were also from the beginning invited by the Crown to provide input to
the Crown investigation and did so by e.g. suggesting particular lines of
enquiry and providing the details of a number of expert medical witnesses
some of who subsequently provided reports to the Crown.” What made the
basis of the disclosure “exceptional”? In this regard, PIRC’s Mr John
McSporran has stated to the Inquiry the following: “In my experience, it was
highly unusual for COPFS to provide such information direct to the family and
their solicitor during a live investigation, particularly during its early stages.”46

Do you agree with Mr McSporran? Was this disclosure a departure from
normal practice? If so, what was the basis for this departure? To what extent
was race a factor in any departures from normal practice?

As previously indicated, I did not commence work on this case until
September 2016 so I was not involved in decision making re provision of
materials to the family and their solicitor at the outset. In my experience the
fact that materials were being provided so early in in the investigation made it
exceptional and a departure from normal practice. I agree with Mr McSporran
that this was unusual. As I was not involved in decision making colleagues
involved at the outset will be better placed to answer the final two questions.

35. To what extent were the experts provided with a clear and consistent
explanation of the engagement of the police officers with Mr Bayoh, in
particular a detailed explanation of the restraint of Mr Bayoh? Could anything
further have been done before the experts were instructed, or before
supplementary instructions, to provide this? To what extent were the experts
provided with explanations of any inconsistencies between the accounts of
the police officers and civilian witnesses? Was this taken into account by the
experts? What impact, if any, would an incomplete or inaccurate account of
the engagement and restraint have on the expert reports? Please refer to the
relevant sections in your Briefing Note to Mr Farrell.47

As far as I’m aware the experts were provided with a clear and consistent
explanation of the engagement of the police with Mr Bayoh. Prior to my
involvement the experts instructed by PIRC had been provided with an Expert
Witness Package which contained inter alia a briefing paper, redacted police
and civilian witness statements and CCTV footage. I don’t now recall what
else was in the Package. With regards to experts instructed by the Crown
materials provided would be detailed in the letters of instruction. Crown

45 COPFS-02126 (a) 
46 SBPI-00361 at para 91. Please note this statement has not been shared with you. 
47 COPFS-02126 (a) 



experts were also provided with precognitions obtained from the civilian 
witnesses. I don’t recall if the experts were provided with an explanation of 
any inconsistencies between statements of the police and civilian witnesses. I 
don’t know what if anything more could have been done prior to the Crown 
instructing expert witnesses. I’m not aware of any suggestion from experts 
that they were provided with an inaccurate account of the engagement. As 
per my report to Mr Farrell at page 6 any statement where errors were 
identified was sent to expert witnesses to confirm if anything within caused 
them to alter their opinion. 

36. At page 7 of your Briefing Note to Mr Farrell,48 you provide the views of the
precognoscers:-

The precognoscers found it of interest that the information about the rib 
fracture which was only made known to PIRC on 29th May 2015 was 
somehow potentially being explained away by three of the officers 
when they provided statements on 4th June 2015. After careful 
consideration of all the evidence there was insufficient evidence to 
make any more of it other than to say it was suspicious, and potentially 
called into question the integrity of the PIRC investigation at that point. 

Why did you raise this with Mr Farrell? Did you discuss the issue of the 
integrity of the PIRC investigation with him? Was this matter taken forward? 

As stated at paragraph 33 the purpose of my note to Mr Farrell was to provide 
him with a timeline of the Crown’s actions during the investigation in 
preparation for a forthcoming meeting. At page 7 I am highlighting the 
extensive further enquiries which were carried out in relation to Mr Bayoh’s rib 
fracture. I did not discuss any potential integrity issues of the PIRC 
investigation with Mr Farrell. From memory Mr Farrell did not take up position 
at CAAPD until the end of 2019, start of 2020. I am unaware if the matter was 
ever discussed with PIRC. 

37. Please state the following in the final paragraph of your statement:-

“I believe the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that
this statement may form part of the evidence before the Inquiry and be
published on the Inquiry’s website.”

I believe the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that
this statement may form part of the evidence before the Inquiry and be
published on the Inquiry’s website.

38. Please sign and date your statement.

48 COPFS-02126 (a) 



9 February 2024 




